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The Proposal
The DTPW’s Regeneration Programme approached NM & Associates
Planners and Designers to prepare a Development Framework for Cape
Farms 757 and 759 (hereafter referred to as the Ottery Precinct) due to
the department’s interest in the site’s potential to address some of their key
objectives.
The intention of the Development Framework was to provide a coherent highlevel spatial and land use proposal for the Ottery Precinct, with a view to firstly
guiding development of CA759 for offices for the Metro Education District
Office-South, and secondly supporting the rezoning of CA 759 for office
purposes. It was envisaged that the EDO-South development would play a
catalytic role in the development of the overall Ottery precinct.

Planning and Design Approach
The conceptual framework proposed a mix of uses including residential,
institutional, office, retail, business and light industrial use, with the residential
in four story walk-ups achieving densities of 120-130 du/ha gross. The form
and higher density were informed by the potential of the precinct to be a
transit orientated development and the need to create a viable community that
supports a more sustainable approach to living and the environment.
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Densities of approximately 40du/ha gross were proposed for the infill mixeduse precincts on the east of the site where a number of buildings have heritage
significance. The northern part of the site was proposed to play a civic role
with a number of public buildings including a new Metro Education District
Office for the southern region and a small retail hub.

Planning and Design Approach
The site is well-located in terms of public transport opportunities with Ottery
rail station and the BRT station to the north of the site, and so it was envisaged
as a Transport Oriented Development (TOD). The development was intended
to increase densities in the area and address the usual challenge of parking
provision by offering shared and managed parking options and providing an
appropriately scaled access network for pedestrians.

High level spatial framework

The Ottery Youth Care and Education Centre on the eastern portions of the
site, has a long history of providing vocational training for youth at risk. To
ensure that the site could continue to play an important social and educational
role, the framework proposed relocation of the facility on site in a new purpose
designed facility where it would be supported by other new educational and
sporting facilities.
The layout and structuring of the site was informed by the historic planting
patterns on site including an existing Gum Tree Avenue as well as a water
sensitive urban design approach where by existing canals were identified for
investment that would upgrade and rehabilitate currently degraded ecological
systems.
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